
One Saturday morning, while I was working at the Hempstead center, I received a telephone call from a 
volunteer who happened to be praying in front of the Planned Parenthood in Smithtown. The volunteer 

let me know that she had a Spanish speaking woman, Lucia*, with her in need of assistance and asked if I 
would speak to her and translate.

Lucia was crying and could not be consoled. She was stressed over the fact that although she had made an 
appointment to have an abortion, she was unable to have it because it was too expensive. Once I was able 
to calm her down, Lucia told me that her husband had left her due to her pregnancy. He did not want her to 
have their baby. My heart went out to her. Lucia thought abortion would solve her problem and wanted to 
reconcile with her husband. Experience has taught me that an abortion would not bring them back together; 
most often it tears relationships apart.

I gently began to talk to her about the physical consequences of abortion. As she listened I addressed the spiritual 
consequences as well. Lucia had no job and was without the means to feed herself; she had had nothing to eat 
that day. I assured her that the Life Center would help her; she would not be left alone to handle her pregnancy.

After getting Lucia’s contact information, I hung up with her and immediately called Veronica, the Hempstead 
Center Director, for guidance.  As it happened, Lucia lived close by to Veronica. We purchased food for Lucia 
and brought it to her.  We were able to refer her to medical and social services, so that she was taken care of 
and nourished. I continually kept in touch with Lucia throughout her pregnancy.

Shortly before the baby was to be born, Lucia’s husband searched her out. He discovered that she hadn’t aborted 
their child, and was relieved. Lucia explained to him that she came across “angels” that day in Smithtown. She 
expressed her thanks to God and the Life Center for saving the baby and herself from the evil of abortion.

I am still in touch with her; she calls me periodically to say hello and keep me informed about her family. Lucia 
has moved to Brooklyn and re-united with her husband. The birth of their baby was the catalyst bringing them 
back together.  He regrets his abandonment of Lucia and his child and realizes how devastating his actions 
were.  Both he and Lucia recognize that without the help and support of the Life Center, their lives would have 
forever been haunted by sorrow and remorse.

Please pray for the volunteers that pray outside abortion centers, they are instrumental in directing the 
abortion-minded to our life-saving centers’ services.  Also kindly remember in your intentions the despairing 
who have been led to believe abortion is a remedy to their problems. There is help and hope, spread the word!

In God We Trust. 
Happy July 4th !

Angels Among Us

Juana Hernandez
Hempstead Staff
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Our Declaration of Independence proclaims: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, 
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights that among these are Life, Liberty and the 

pursuit of Happiness.”

As patriotic Americans we celebrate the freedom which we are privileged to enjoy which includes this Right to Life, Liberty 
and the pursuit of Happiness. Currently representatives in Washington seek to pass the misleadingly named bill known as 
the “Equality Act.”

Recently, Monsignor Lisante, Pastor of Our Lady of Lourdes Parish in Massapequa Park, explained in his weekly “Letter from 
the Pastor’s Desk” how the Equality Act is a definitive case of THE LANGUAGE OF ILLUSION. Following is Monsignor’s letter 
printed with his permission and that of the insert enclosed.

“Dear Friends:

The way we set terms for a point of view can truly make all the difference. I discovered that early on in my job as Respect Life 
Director for the Diocese of Rockville Centre.

In debating the issue of abortion rights, it was pure genius for the opposing side to call themselves PROCHOICE. The right to 
choose what we want and when we want is as American as can be. Who can rightly oppose a person's ability to choose what 
they want? The difficulty, of course, is in identifying WHAT CHOICE a person is making. I may CHOOSE to live in your home, or 
drive your car or have your money, but I do not have the RIGHT to choose to take those things because they correctly belong 
to you.

In a similar way, I may want the life of the child in-utero to disappear, but I do not have the RIGHT to end that life — it's not 
mine to take! It would be infinitely more honest to complete the identification behind being PROCHOICE, and say I support my 
choice to end the human life in-utero, to abort the child or fetus within. But of course, they NEVER identify that way. CHOICE 
is so much acceptable than ABORTION.

I mention all this because the 'PROGRESSIVES' (who have correctly recognized that being identified as a LIBERAL got them 
many an electoral defeat, so again, PROGRESSIVE sounds nicer because who, after all, is against PROGRESS!?), in selling their 
latest makeover of America have promoted (and actually passed in the U.S. House Representatives) a new bill called THE 
EQUALITY ACT. Again, sounds nice, right? Who can be against EQUALITY? But, as always, the MEANING of this act is fraught 
with danger to all that we hold dear. This is once more a case of THE LANGUAGE OF ILLUSION. It means much more than the 
nice sounding use of EQUALITY ACT would imply.

To give us a more complete sense of what's in this EQUALITY ACT, I've reprinted here an article by Dr. Grazie Pozo Christie. 
She is a well-respected physician based in Miami, Florida. She is a married mother of five children, and her insights into this 
so-called EQUALITY ACT should be understood by all.

And once we understand the negative power of this legislation, I hope you'll join me in letting President 
Biden, and his allies, Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi, know that we are profoundly opposed to their 
effort to change our country.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration.

Msgr. Jim Lisante, Pastor 
Life Center of Long Island Spiritual Advisor

Please read the enclosed important insert in regard to the Equality Act written by Dr. Grazie Pozo Christie as noted in 
Monsignor’s letter and printed with permission.

Happy Fourth of July and may God bless America!

FROM THE DESK OF

The CEO

Gloria Schreiber

Equality Act –  
The Language of Illusion



Our heartfelt thanks go to the anonymous donors for purchasing a much needed refrigerator 
for the Massapequa Center. You are THE COOLEST!

Now that in-person meetings have resumed, we are very appreciative to the following groups for allowing  
representatives of the Life Center of Long Island to speak to them and for their monetary and material aid support.

Catholic Daughters of the Americas, Court Queen of the Universe # 1702
Knights of Columbus, Joseph Barry Council # 2520, Hicksville

Maria Regina Knights of Columbus #12533, Massapequa

We are grateful to the groups which recently hosted Baby Showers to benefit the families we serve.  
Our clients are so thankful for your kind donations of new baby items.

Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians, Bellmore
Maria Regina Rosary Society, Seaford

Fortunately, we have been able to re-start Baby Bottle campaigns as churches and organizations have returned to (mostly) 
normal schedules. If you would like to spearhead a campaign in your parish or organization,  

kindly  call 516-798-8746 and ask for Gloria or Lauren.

l-r, Life Center Supporters and Baby Bottle Campaign Speaker Bob and Donna Viscovich with 
Father Matthew Browne of St. Dominic, Oyster Bay

 
If your parish or group has pictures to share from recent Baby Bottle campaigns, 

 please forward to infoma@lifecenterli.org. We love to highlight your generosity and beautiful smiles

ThAnk YoU ~ ThAnk YoU ~ ThAnk YoU!

BABY BoTTle CAmpAigns Are BACk!

FATher’s DAY honorAriUms AnD memoriAls

We pray for our fathers, in thanksgiving for their  
generous gift of self in protecting and supporting life.  

May God bestow on them His abundant grace, strength, and wisdom.

Antonio Arcas ~ Joseph Bozza ~ Edward Callaghan ~ Joseph Capobianco 
James De Cicco ~ Richard Eschamnn ~ William Furey, Sr. ~ J. Lane 

Herman Lordahl, Jr. ~ Claude Madrazo  ~ Lenny Manzo ~ Peter Moore, Jr.  
Rocco Scalise ~ Peter Sobey ~ Peter Stabile ~ James Tapia ~ Patrick J. Walsh 

R. Walter ~ Louis H. Fox ~ Edwin J. Lucie ~ Charles Smith ~ Raymond J. Thumser

Happy Father’s Day to all fathers.



      VolUnTeer Corner

During the year of 1993 I met a very special lady by the name of Lorraine Garibaldi. Her husband, Frank, and my husband, Dennis, 
had entered the Diaconate program together at the seminary. At the time Lorraine was the Director of the Life Center’s original 
office in Deer Park.
During the next three years we met on Saturdays to attend the classes with our husbands. That’s where I first heard of the Life 
Center of Long Island. After talking with Lorraine, I knew I wanted to be involved. Little did I know that the Life Center was planning 
to open an office in Massapequa not far from my home.
I started with training classes and learning with several women like myself who believed in the same goal, Saving Babies.
This had to be the most spiritual and rewarding ministry that I was ever involved with. I feel the presence of the Holy Spirit is with 
us every time we consult with someone in a crisis pregnancy.
I will be 86 in August and I want to keep volunteering as long as I can. All the wonderful people that I have met 
and worked with make me want to keep coming back.

Your faith filled volunteer,
Louise O'Connor 

Massapequa Center

nYs AssemBlY Bill A5499

BABY BUggY CAr DonATion
Cars for Charity is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) organization that accepts all vehicles, regardless of condition. Trucks, motorcycles, 
boats, recreational vehicles and heavy equipment are accepted as well.
If you have a vehicle you wish to dispose of, call Cars for Charity at 888-755-5435 and tell them you wish to donate your 
vehicle to the Life Center of Long Island. 
Our EIN # is 11-2767098. You may also visit www.carsforcharity.com, click the “Find a Charity” button, and select Life Center 
of Long Island. Fill out the donation form and submit to begin the car donation process. Cars for Charity will schedule your 
fast, free pick up! It’s that easy!

Targeting Pregnancy Centers
The Life Center of Long Island was advised by the New York State Catholic Conference that the bill to “study” Pregnancy Care Centers 
introduced as bill A5499, was not voted upon before the close of the NYS legislative session, although it may come up again next year.
We appreciate all the support offered through prayer. Thank you to those who contacted their NYS legislative representatives 
to voice opposition to this bill. We are sure these actions had an impact. We will keep you aware of any attempts to revive this 
bill in the future.
PRAY - Please pray for the protection of all pregnancy centers. May women in need of help be able to access the life-giving 
services of these centers without interference. May vulnerable women and their preborn children continue to find a refuge in 
the hearts of those who serve in crisis pregnancy centers.
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Important Notice to Our Donors: Your privacy matters to us. Please be advised that the Life Center of Long Island never sells or 
shares our e-list with third parties.

Please Note:
If you would prefer to receive this newsletter via email, kindly forward your email address to infoma@lifecenterli.org.



The Inequalities of the Equality Act 
Dr. Grazie Pozo Christie 

 

It is customary and politically expedient to name bills in such a way that anyone 
who opposes their passage risks being regarded a moral leper. Look no further than 
the "Equality Act," a bill passed by the House and awaiting its turn in the Senate. 

Where is the red-blooded, patriotic American who could stand against "equality," 
that shining ideal that puts the callused working man and the rich lounger on the 
level field of our national imagination? Let's pray there are lots of them in the 
Senate, because the word "equality" appears in the title, but the concept is smashed 
to pieces in the substance of the bill. 

The Equality Act comprises 31 pages of social engineering designed to transform 
countless aspects of American lives, including the most private and intimate. Its 
tremendous reach is made possible by its central conceit — that the simple fact, 
understood by toddlers everywhere, that humans (like all mammals) come in two 
sexes, male and female, can be changed by government fiat. 

Instead of the clarity of sex, it proposes a jumble of jargon and wishful thinking 
about the power of self-definition and the exaltation of sexual proclivity over 
everything we used to hold sacred, like the innocence of children and the protection 
of women. 

Purporting to bar discrimination against persons with same-sex attraction and those 
who prefer to present socially as a member of the opposite sex, the bill in fact 
would create vast mountains of discrimination if made into law. 

The first to feel the impact would be women and girls. It is our female sex that 
makes us women especially vulnerable to unscrupulous men who would physically 
or sexually abuse us, and also what makes the possibility of a fair physical contest 
between a man and a woman impossible. 

The Equality Act, if made law, would enable any male, by simply declaring himself 
a woman, to enter private female-only spaces at will, like changing rooms, jails, 
shelters, and dormitories. Women's sports, a relatively new historical phenomenon, 
would cease to exist as soon as males (even those taking estrogen) with their years 
of testosterone-enhanced muscular and skeletal development could enter women's 
contests. 

 



The Equality Act would also make religious Americans a lot less equal than they 
are now. It specifically exempts itself from the Religious Freedom Restoration Act 
and the protections it affords Americans of faith. Parochial schools would no 
longer have the right to teach students scientific facts about sex differences — not 
to mention the ages-old biblical concepts of human creation and the right ordering 
of sexual relations toward procreation and unity in marriage. 

How long before seminaries could be sued for refusing to admit women who 
identify as men seminarians? For private citizens, the danger of attacks by 
today's "cancel culture" are bound to become greater and graver, if the Equality 
Act becomes law. 

In medicine, both patients and doctors would find "equality" a source of 
trouble. Here is a nugget buried in one of the 31 pages: The refusal to perform 
or support abortions would be considered "pregnancy discrimination." If a 
physician like me, who considers her unborn patients as dignified and worthy 
as their mothers and fathers, could not refer them for destruction at the hands 
of an abortionist, she would be guilty of discrimination under the Equality Act. 

Here is another: As other countries start to rethink allowing the "transitioning" of 
children because of the damage caused by puberty blocking and cross-sex 
hormones, the Equality Act would make transition the only option for American 
children.  

A therapist or psychiatrist would have to immediately send a child with gender 
dysphoria down the transition chute toward a lifetime of physical and 
psychological dysfunction. This is especially tragic when we know that more 
than 80% of minors with dysphoria grow out of their self-rejection with 
appropriate support. It would be illegal to offer that support, even if the patient 
and her parents desired it. 

As for adults, surgeons would have no choice but to remove healthy uteruses, 
genitals, and breasts, at the behest of patients suffering from psychological 
dysfunction, not disease. The Equality Act discriminates against health care 
workers and their professional judgment, as well as their vocation to cure disease, 
not cause it. 

These are only a few of the ways the proposed bill discriminates against ordinary 
Americans — it would take a book to enumerate them all. It is shocking to think 
that the Equality Act passed the House of Representatives when a cursory reading 
is enough to show that it ought to be named the Inequality Act. Perhaps those who 
voted for the Equality Act only got as far as the noble-sounding title. Let us hope 
that the senators can get past the title and into the meat of the so-called Equality  
Act, and reject discrimination, even when it is portrayed in happy colors. 
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Our Special Guest Speaker and Honoree to be announced 
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     The Life Center is a not-for-profit 501(c)3 with three pregnancy care centers serving all Long Island.  The Life Center provides 
free pregnancy test kits and educates women and men on fetal development, healthy relationships, and self-respect. We provide 
essential baby needs to expectant mothers and families.  To reduce teen pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases, as well as 
to inspire teens to make healthy choices in relationships, we offer Sexual Integrity/Risk Avoidance Education at our centers. 
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